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Figure 13: Example of numerical simulations with SETEC LERM predictive model 

Figure 14: Example of an area from Central Viaduct (Vasco da Gama Bridge) 
Measurement of corrosion activity in 2009 (left) and in 2013 (right) after repair works. 

9 CONCLUSION 

The maintenance of exceptional structures with long spans is a major issue for the structure 
manager, because these structures must last well over 120 years, particularly given the investments 
made. This maintenance must be anticipated from the design phase to build a durable structure. The 
monitoring and maintenance actions must be the easiest and most reliable, and well thought out from 
the design stage. 

Through this article, the main actions to be carried out to ensure a good monitoring of these 
emblematic structures are described, by organizing the traditional approaches (inspection), the use of 
particular technologies (drone, ROV, NDT), the risk analyses for a targeted monitoring, with a 
particular design and monitoring engineering (formulation of concretes by performantial approach, 
damage indicators, embedded sensors, ...) 

The impacts of premature ageing, or even of a failure of all or part of these structures, are today 
unacceptable for society, considering the investments and the risks in terms of operation, and the 
information presented above constitutes a good approach for an efficient management. 

Faced with the multiplicity of skills required, managers must be assisted by engineering firms 
specialized in the maintenance and upkeep of this type of emblematic structure. 
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ABSTRACT 

It is rapidly developing the construction of long-span suspension bridges in China. It is an 
important issue for the structural design of suspension bridges. It is a problem that needs further study 
for high-speed and heavy-haul railway suspension bridges. There is the characteristics of heavy train 
live loads, high speed and high demand for running security and passenger comfort, the technical 
standards and so on.  The paper is analysis the stiffness evaluation indexes of railway suspension 
bridges adopted by the codes of various countries in the world, and compares them with the 
regulations in China’s general bridge codes. The key technologies of the thousand-meter-scale road-
rail suspension bridges for high speed for passenger trains, 120 km/h for freight trains) and heavy 
load are studied. Based on the research on the road-rail suspension bridge with main span of 1 196 
m, the influences of different supporting systems, arrangement of auxiliary piers, ratio of height to 
span, ratio of width to span and ratio of vertical to span on the vertical and lateral stiffness of the 
bridge are analysis, and the stiffness evaluation indexes and suggested values for thousand-meter-
scale road-rail suspension bridges are proposed. The proposed long-span suspension bridge scheme 
is technically feasible, economically reasonable, and has good horizontal and vertical stiffness, 
smoothness and running comfort. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

It is rapidly developing the construction of long-span suspension bridges in China. In recent 
years, a number of over1 km-level suspension bridges have been built in China, as shown in Table 1. 

It is an important issue for the structural design of suspension bridges. There is still a lack of 
corresponding specifications for long-span railway bridges in various countries, and there is a lack of 
clear limit value standards for horizontal and vertical stiffness. The specifications that can be referred 
to are based on the dynamic analysis and actual test of small-span bridges. For the live load system, 
China's current specifications have clear values for the vertical static live load, dynamic coefficient, 
impact coefficient and other indicators in the live load of railway bridges, but they do not clearly 
specify the parameters involved in railway and dual-use suspension bridges.  


